ANAND PLAZA
Patrakarpuram Crossing, Gomti Nagar, Lucknow-226010

FOR BETTER TOMORROW-ACCOMPANY WITH US

Premium Features:

- A unique Architectural Concept.
- Located in the heart of Gomti Nagar.
- All shops are facing towards 24 mtrs. main road.
- Easy approachable shops through marble corridors.
- Sufficient well planned parking space.
- Fast Capsule lift for access to any floor.

This is an artistic impression. The perspective and colours shown above are for reference and can be revised.
LIVE-UP YOUR DREAMS WITH US:
An opportunity to own Shop / Office Space
In the Prime Location of Gomti Nagar

LOWER GROUND FLOOR PLAN

UPPER GROUND FLOOR PLAN

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

Note:
1. Plan are tentative & subject to approval
2. Architectural features may vary as per architects design.
Charismatic Shopping Destination
Taking view of demand dynamics of market, Romit Builder (P) Ltd. presents in Lucknow. The Capital of Uttar Pradesh - Anand Plaza. Coming up at a strategic location adjacent to Patrakarpuram Crossing, Gomti Nagar, Lucknow. Anand Plaza will be the most preferred destination for the peoples of Lucknow who are upwardly mobile, fashion conscious and are looking for hassle free shopping extravaganza, sumptuous cuisines & leisure

Captivating Architecture
The architecture of Anand Plaza is truly inspiring with glass facade and beautiful landscaping. Anand Plaza offers optimum circulation area for better visibility of show windows of boutiques and stores. The structure seamlessly infuses a sense of harmony and also segregates the individual segments to ensure critical attention of shopper.

Allure of Reputed Brands
The shoppers can enjoy the uniqueness which will be reflected in different formats of shopping, retail chain stores, lifestyle boutiques and department store. The capturing ambience and happening character of Anand Plaza will create a following among the shoppers who will enjoy the exclusivity and quality of products.

Celebration of Fashion Destination
Anand Plaza has planned to have dedicated shopping zones for discerning buyers which will constitute of fashion galleries and boutiques. These specialized shopping avenues will showcase latest range of wedding wear along with matching accessories, jewellery & more.

Dazzle of delightful Ambience
Anand Plaza, Lucknow will be a preferred destination for people who have a fetish for culinary delights and succulent spreads. It will offer exclusive business opportunity opportunity to a variety of segments of food and beverage industry, the restaurants and food joints will be an ideal destination to celebrate a cherished family outing as well as parties and get together. The variety and vivacity of the choice in a happening enviroment will create business consisstency and patronage.

Note:
1. Allotment will be done on "First Come First Served" basis.
2. The said Project is likely to be completed by Dec 2013
"ROMIT BUILDER (P) LTD" is a synonym for perfection, innovation, customer satisfaction, transparency and developing value for money projects. It is a dawn of a new era in real estate development.

LOCATION PLAN

Note: This Map is indicate. Not to scale

FOR FURTHER DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT:

ROMIT BUILDERS PVT. LTD.
IIInd Floor, Gomti Plaza, C.P.-2, Vikas Khand-1, Patrakarpuram Crossing, Gomti Nagar, Lucknow-226010
Phone: 0522-3019174, 3071289, Mob.: 8400099840, 8400099835, 8400099244
E-mail Address: romitbuilders@gmail.com

SITE OFFICE:
ROMIT BUILDERS PVT. LTD.
C.P.-1, Viram Khand-1, Patrakarpuram Crossing, Gomti Nagar, Lucknow-226010